
FUMCESL 6-13-2022 High Intermediate and Advanced Lesson

Introduce yourself. Tell where you are from and where you live now. Do you prefer studying 
English in class or online? What are the advantages and disadvantages of each?

GRAMMAR: THEY'RE, THERE and THEIR

THEY'RE is a contraction of THEY ARE. EX: They're going to France this summer. They're 
happy about the new baby.  They're living in Austin now.

THEIR is a possessive pronoun. We use it to show ownership.  EX: Their home was much more 
expensive than ours.  Is this their car? The kids loved their new bicycles.  Their bikes are parked 
in our driveway.

The word THERE is a commonly used word that can be difficult to classify because of the 
various roles it can play in a sentence.  There can be used as an adverb, pronoun, noun, or 
adjective, and sometimes as an interjection.



On Thursday, we'll talk about when to use THERE and when to use IT.

Three Ways to Pronounce “ed” 

We pronounce past tense verbs that end in ED in 3 different ways:
1- We say the ED.    EX: wanted, needed, ended, melted, acted
2-We just say a D.  EX: cried, played, seemed, ruled
3-We just say a T. EX: looked, stopped, shipped, asked

Put these words in the correct column.

acted crowded missed waited  asked ended needed seemed 

baked filled placed shipped wanted  called  planned spelled watched 

cared folded played wished talked  cried melted rested stopped thanked

There was a question last Thursday about the difference in the words HOW and WHAT. 
Answer: Both of these words are question words. We use HOW to answer "in what manner" or 
"in which way".   EXAMPLE: How did you get here?  How do you know she's coming. How long 
does it take to drive to Houston.  How do I get to the lake?

WHAT answers questions about the identity of a person or thing. EX: What is that? What is her 
name?  What is that tool used for?  What should I do?

ED D T



Let's look at two questions:
Question 1:     "What did you do in Spain?"   Answer: We hiked in the mountains  and visited 
museums. 
This question asks for facts about what activities you did.

Question 2: "How did you do in Spain?"   Answer: We did really well. I was afraid we would have 
a bad time because we don't speak any Spanish. But most people speak English and they were 
very friendly, so we got along just fine.
This question asks about your experience. In other words, did you enjoy it. Did you have a good 
time. 

Someone might ask you, "How was living in the United States?"     They are asking about your 
experiences and feelings while living in the U.S.
How would you answer this question?

DISCUSS:

1-I have a good friend who is a natural born connector. She knows lots of people from different 
circles. She has many friends and she enjoys organizing social gatherings.  She also is 
wonderful about keeping up with old friends. She is still in touch with high school and college 
friends even though she is in her sixties. She always texts or calls on  birthdays, and she 
frequently gets small groups together for lunch or dinner. Are you a natural connector?  Do you 
have a friend that is?  How do you keep up with old friends?  Is it difficult to keep up with friends 
and family when you live in a foreign country?  How do you cope?

2-There is a saying, "When in Rome, do as the Romans do."  What does this mean?  Do you 
follow this advice?  

3-Have you ever felt like a square peg in a round hole?  Tell about it.

4-If you had a single friend who wanted to meet people to date, what would you recommend 
they do?

5-Name something that could improve your life?


